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1 ANNOTATIONS ARE INDEXED:
Every USCA annotation is carefully arranged according to the
portion of the law it construes. The index to notes of decisions
guides you quickly to the constructions you need

2 HISTORY OF CASE:
The history of each case through the courts in which the case
was considered is provided through each citation.

3 SPECIFIC CITATIONS:
Wherever cases are similar. USCA editors give only the citations of each case that may apply to a particular note of decision—a feature to save you space and time. You can make
a preliminary review of only the Supreme Court cases or those
from your circuit, or you can review each case at the beginning
of your search

4 PARALLEL CITATIONS:
Again to save you the time of referring to a translation table,
parallel citations are given (or all standard reports, including
local reports

5 POCKET PARTS. SUPPLEMENTAL PAMPHLETS:
Cases decided later than publication of the bound volume may
be pertinent to your guestion. You can avoid overlooking
these if you always remember to check the pocket parts plus
any annotated pamphlet published since the pocket part.
USCA—the statute service with superior annotations.
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